8 Microfluidics
8.1 Introduction
The partial differential equations (PDE's) and boundary conditions describing the
transport phenomena are complex and cannot be easily solved in closed form. These
equations are coupled and non-linear making a general analytic solution impossible
except for a limited number of special problems, where the equations can be reduced
to yield analytic solutions. Finite volume technique in conjunction with numerical
grid generation based on multi-block body-fitted coordinate transformation have been
found to be suitable for fluid flow problems in domains of irregular geometry and
moving interfaces. This manual focuses on mathematical formulation of governing
equations in a generalized 3D non-orthogonal curvilinear system and numerical
treatment and implementation.

8.2 Governing equations and discretization
Numerical study of fluid flow and heat transfer involves the presence of a large
number of coupled equations, continuity, momentum and energy equations at a
minimum. In this section we present the basic governing equations (momentum,
continuity and energy).
8.2.1 General convection-diffusion equation
The general 3D convection-diffusion equation for a variable ! in an orthogonal system
(Cartesian (x1, x2, x3)) is:
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In this equation '( is the coefficient of diffusion and S( is an accumulation of source
terms not explicitly represented by the remaining terms in the equation.
The governing transport equations for velocity (! = u1, u2, u3) (also known as NavierStokes equations) and temperature (! = T) (the energy equation) are given by (7.1)
with appropriate choices of variable !)*'( and S(. Hence, mathematical and
numerical treatment of (7.1) constitutes the backbone of formulation. Generalized
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equations for conservation of mass, momentum and energy for an incompressible
fluid in a regular Cartesian system are given by:
8.2.2 Continuity equation (mass conservation)
The incompressible continuity equation in Cartesian system is [1]:
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8.2.3 Momentum equations (Navier-Stokes)
The momentum equations for a Newtonian fluid with constant density and viscosity in
Cartesian coordinate system can be written as [1]:
X-momentum equation….
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Y-momentum equation….
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Z-momentum equation….
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8.2.4 Energy equation (energy conservation)
For incompressible flow, the energy equation with viscous dissipation for a
Newtonian fluid with constant density and thermal conductivity can be written as [1]:
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8.3 Mathematical formulation and numerical solution
8.3.1 Derivation and numerical treatment of governing equations
In a three dimensional Cartesian system (also referred to as physical space), a general
convection-diffusion equation for any variable ! for the incompressible case takes the
form:
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(7.7)
where S! is the physical source term, and Ji is the total (convection+diffusion) flux
expressed as:
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Most of the governing equations used in heat and mass transfer applications can be
cast into the form of (7.7) in conjunction with (7.8) with appropriate choice of ! and
the source term S!***as mentioned above. For instance when ! is chosen as u1 and the
pressure gradient term %p / %xi is included in the source term, (10.7) takes the form of
momentum equation in xi direction as shown in (7.3). Then (7.7) is transformed to a
body fitted non-orthogonal coordinate system depicted by generalized coordinates
,1,*,2,*,3. This exercise renders an irregular geometry in physical space to a regular
geometry in the computational space. Upon transformation, (7.7) takes the form.
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Sno in (7.9) is the mathematical source term that arises because of the nonorthogonality of the system. The terms Jn-i are normalized contravariant total fluxes.
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Thus, Jn-i is the flux normal to -1=constant plane. Jn-i are related to J-i, the covariant
fluxes as:

J n$$ & ' $i J $i $ & $i J $j $ % $i J $k
(7.10)
where i, j, k take the values 1,2 and 3 in cyclic tensor permutation. .-i is known as the
primary area and /-i and 0-i are the secondary areas corresponding to -i = constant
plane. These terms again arise due to non-orthogonality of the system. In the case of
orthogonal system the primary area becomes one and secondary areas vanish. Typical
expressions of these areas can be found in reference 2. The final form of the
governing equation to be discretized is obtained by substituting (7.10) into (7.9),
resulting in:
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In the above equation Saux contains the auxiliary fluxes in the control volume
terminology. These terms are again due to non-orthogonality of the coordinate system
and are treated explicitly. For the sake of completeness, the transformed continuity
equation is similar to (7.11) with covariant fluxes replaced by covariant velocities and
appropriate source terms. Cartesian velocity components are chosen as velocity
variables. Other choices are covariant components and contravariant components.
Reference 2 gives an excellent report on merits and demerits of each choice.
Equation 7.11, along with the continuity equation, is discretized using the finite
volume technique. A non-staggered grid layout is used for domain discretization. As
a result, all of the variables are stored at cell centers. Total fluxes at interface of
control volume are evaluated using power law scheme similar to reference 3. In order
to ensure proper velocity-pressure coupling and avoid spurious pressure oscillations,
momentum interpolation scheme is invoked to calculate the mass fluxes at the control
volume interfaces [2]. This scheme ensures that the interfacial velocities are directly
linked with the adjacent nodal pressures. SIMPLER is used to numerically implement
pressure-velocity coupling [3]. In this iterative scheme a guessed velocity field is
corrected using computed pressure and pressure corrections as elaborated below.
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Figure 26 A typical 3D control volume
(a) 3D control volume in computational space, (b) 3 plane, (c)
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Looking at Figure 26, the discretized steady state continuity equation at point P in the
computational domain is given as:
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(7.12)
Where the term b includes both the non-orthogonal and physical mass source terms.
Other transport equations can be similarly discretized [5]. Using momentum
interpolation technique the interfacial mass fluxes (3.-1u-1)i are explicitly linked with
the adjacent nodal pressure value to render an explicit equation for pressure as:
appP = aEpE+aWpW+aTpT+aBpB+aNpN+asps+bT
(7.13)
Where the coefficients ai are given by
aE = De4-24-3
aW = Dw4-24-3
aT = Dt4-14-3
aB = Db4-14-3
aN = Dn4-14-2
aS = DS4-24-2
ap = aE+ aW+ aT+ aB+ aN+ aS
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And,
b t = b + b H.
Where bH contains the mass fluxes with bars known as pseudo-fluxes, and is given by
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The mass fluxes are obtained from the assumed velocities. Obviously, they need not
be correct and must be updated. Similarly, the pressures calculated above using
pseudo-fluxes are not correct but only tentative. It is in this regard that the pressurecorrection becomes important. Using the pressure calculated above with the pseudofluxes as the input, the momentum equations are solved again for velocities. These
velocities are the updated velocities from the initial guess and need further correction
in order to satisfy the continuity equation. Keeping this in mind a pressure-correction
equation is derived as in SIMPLER. These pressure-corrections are used to update the
latest available fluxes, which are denoted by a superscript star in the equations to
follow.
It has been shown that the following correction to the starred fluxes will satisfy the
continuity equation.
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Where pi’ is the pressure-correction. Upon substituting the corrected mass-fluxes as
given above in the continuity equation we obtain the pressure-correction equation.
This equation is exactly the same as the pressure equation derived above, the only
difference being the presence of starred fluxes instead of pseudo-fluxes in the source
term. These corrections are then used to correct the nodal velocities by expressions
such as.
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8.4 Electrokinetics
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Electrokinetic phenomena in microfluidics exploit the effect of electric field on
transport mechanisms. Electro-osmosis and electrophoresis are two prominent
electrokinetic phenomena seen in MEMS devices. In electro-osmosis, a charged
stationary wall along with an externally imposed electric field is the driving force for
the fluid in contact. The flow here originates from the vicinity of the wall and due to
viscous and inertial effects propagates throughout. Electrophoresis, on the other hand,
pertains to the motion of charged particles in a fluid medium in an electric field.
Modeling electrokinetic phenomena therefore involves calculation of electric field in
the domain and incorporation of its effect on flow and mass transfer.
8.4.1 Electric field
Electric field is calculated using Poisson’s equation:
7

6 2( & +( 3 e / 5 r ) ; E & +6( ,
(7.17)
7

where ( is the electric potential, E is the electric field vector,
density and

5r

3e

is the net charge

is the effective relative permeability. For the whole fluid electro-

neutrality can be assumed ( 3 e & 0 ), and hence electric potential can be calculated
by the Laplacian

62( & 0 .
8.4.2 Electro-osmosis
The origin of electro-osmosis lies in the charge imbalance at a fluid-solid interfaces.
Charged ions accumulate on the surface to counteract which counterions (ions of
opposite charge) accumulate near the surface in the fluid. Consequently, in the thin
layer adjacent to the wall, electric neutrality is violated and the net charge in this layer
drives the whole fluid under the influence of electric field. This electro-osmotic
velocity is given by,
7
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(7.18)
where 8 is the dynamic viscosity, , is the zeta-potential at the wall. As a
convention, zeta-potential is positive if the wall is positively charged and negative if
the wall is negatively charged. In the code electro-osmotic velocity is incorporated as
a boundary condition for the momentum equations. The term electro-osmotic
mobility,
units
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8 eom , is frequently used in literature and is equal to +

m 2 / V .s . Thus,
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8

and has the
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(7.19)
8.4.3 Electrophoresis
Transport of charged solutes in the solvent (also referred to as buffer in
electrophoresis literature) is substantially affected by the presence of electric field.
The solute transport equation with electrophoretic effects becomes,
7
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(7.20)
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where Cn is the concentration of the nth species, Dn is the diffusivity, V is the
7

velocity field of the solvent and Vep is the additional velocity due to electrophoretic
effects. It is given by the expression,
7

7
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(7.21)
where

.n

is the degree of dissociation, zn is the valence (in electrons), and

the electrophoretic mobility in
given solute (species).

8 epn

is

m 2 / V .s . All these terms are typically known for a

8.4.4 Code implementation
When the electrokinetic switch is turned on, electric potential is solved first; other
transport equations are then solved. For electric potential calculations, the default
boundary condition is normal gradient zero at the boundary. The user can prescribe
the potential in Volts. For electro-osmotic flow, the user has to prescribe zeta-potential
at the solid walls, keeping sign convention in mind.
For solute transport, the mass transfer switch should be turned on. The default
boundary condition is no flux and the user can prescribe concentrations at the
boundaries. Any reasonable number of solutes can be added to the problem.
8.4.5 Dielectrophoresis
When biological particles are subjected to varying electric fields (AC or DC), because
of the dipole moment induced in the particles they experience a force that can cause
them to move to regions of high or low electric fields, depending on the particle
polarizability compared with the surrounding medium. This force was termed
dielectrophoresis (DEP) by Pohl [14]. The magnitude of this force is governed by the
dielectric properties of the particles and the medium (solvent). Unlike electrophoresis
where the solute particles acquire a charge because of electro-chemical interactions, in
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DEP particles are neutral and the forces acting are due to the polarizing behavior of a
dielectric in an electric field.
The time-averaged DEP force in an AC field is given by

FDEP & 29 r 35 m Re 1 K ": #2 6 Erms

2

: is the angular field
K ": # is a measure of the

where Erms is the rms electric field, r is the particle radius,
frequency, and Re{ } indicates real part of. The factor

effective polarizability of the particle, the Clausius-Mossotti factor, given by
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are the complex permittivities of the particle and the medium,

respectively. The complex permittivity is defined as
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where

j & +1 , 5 is the permittivity and ; is the conductivity of the dielectric. For a
particle with an effective radius of r in a medium with viscosity < , drag force can be
equated with DEP force giving an expression for DEP velocity as
U DEP &

r 25 m Re 1 K ": #2
3<

2

in the direction of 6 E .
For DC dielectrophoresis the same relations hold with the exception that there’s no
dependence on frequency and hence the complex permittivities in the above
expressions are just the real permittivities.

8.5 Validation
8.5.1 Creeping flow over a square block
For comparison, creeping flow over a square block is simulated at a Reynolds number
(based on the side of the square) of 0.02. The solution obtained from IntelliSuite is
compared with experimental reference from Dyke [1982] and shown in Figure 27.
The experimental solution shows the appearance of two symmetric recirculating
eddies ahead and behind the square block, and is clearly shown in the snapshot.
Simulation using very refined mesh on IntelliSuite captures these eddies at the
mentioned locations as shown in Figure 28, which is a 2D streamline plot at some
points in the flow field. In Figure 29 contour plot of velocity magnitudes is shown.
The experimental data and simulated data from IntelliSuite are in excellent agreement.
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Figure 27 Experimental snapshot of creeping flow over a square block [Dyck 1982]

Figure 28 IntelliSuite streamline plot of creeping flow over a square box at Re=0.02
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Figure 29 IntelliSuite velocity contour plot of creeping flow over a square box at
Re=0.02
8.5.2 Creeping flow over a rectangular cavity
In this case, slow flow over a rectangular cavity (breadth to depth ratio or aspect ratio
of 3) is simulated. Reynolds number based on cavity depth is 0.01. Solution from
IntelliSuite is compared with experimental observations of Dyke [1], which is an
experimental snapshot (Figure 30). Two extremely weak recirculating eddies are seen
at the two lower corners of the cavity even at such small flow rates. This flow feature
is captured in IntelliSuite using a very refined mesh. Figure 31 shows a streamline
plot. Contour plot of velocity magnitudes for this case is shown in Figure 32.
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Figure 30 Experimental photo of flow over rectangular cavity at Re=0.01, AR=3
[Dyck 1982]
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Figure 31 Streamline plot of creeping flow over a cavity

Figure 32 Contour plot of creeping flow over a rectangular cavity
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8.5.3 Electro-osmotically driven flow in a channel
An electro-osmotically driven flow in a channel is studied here to validate some of the
special features of such flows. The problem is shown in Figure 33.
,=-0.1V
Outflow
0V

Inflow
10V
,=-0.1V
Figure 33 Schematic

An electro-osmotic inflow is driven by a side-wall zeta-potential (,) of –0.1V and an
electric field corresponding to 10V at the inflow plane and 0V at the outflow plane. A
fully-developed boundary condition is applied at the outflow. Overbeek [12]
proposed that for such low Reynolds number flow outside the electric double layer the
electric and velocity fields are similar, and in fact for the case when pressure gradient
is very small the velocity and electric field can be shown to be related as [13].

!
!
V & cE

(7.22)
where the constant c is equal to the electro-osmotic mobility, i.e. +(5, / 8 ) . We try
to reproduce these observations.
The fluid used is water, with a dielectric constant of 4.8. The channel is 5 micron in
width and 30 micron in length. A mesh size of 1 micron is used for steady state
calculations. The velocity vectors and electric field vectors are shown in Figure 34 and
Figure 35. The velocity profile is almost plug-like, which is characteristic of an
electro-osmotic flow. The similarity between the velocity and electric vectors can be
easily seen. Theoretically, the constant c in the above equation, which is the electro+9

osmotic mobility, is 4.3 = 10 . The average cross-sectional velocity is 0.0016 m / s
and the electric field is 3.35 =10 V / m . These values yield a value of 4.7 = 10
for c from the above equation, which is very close to the theoretical value of
5

+9

4.3 = 10+9 . The small discrepancy can be attributed to the fact that the theoretical

relationship is Equation (7.22) assumes complete absence of pressure gradient
whereas in numerical simulation a very small but finite pressure gradient exists.
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Figure 34 Velocity vectors

Figure 35 Electric field vectors
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9 Fluid Structure Interaction
9.1 Introduction
In the current implementation of fluid structure analysis, only rigid solid bodies with
prescribed motion are considered. This motion is imposed as a moving wall boundary
condition in the fluid flow governing equations.
The flow is assumed to be incompressible and is governed by the continuity, NavierStokes and energy equations similar to those presented in Section 8.2 for the
microfluidic module. An importance difference in the fluid structure module is the
addition of a mesh velocity in the formulation that enables accurate tracking of the
fluid-solid interface.
In the fluid structure solution, finite element is used in the spatial discretization since
it provides an effective way to incorporate a moving mesh. Finite element
methodology also provides a natural and consistent scheme to compute the fluid
stresses acting on the solid bodies from which resultant forces and torques can be
predicted.
The adopted finite element is of the h-p type (also known as spectral elements) where
mesh refinement can be made by increasing the number of elements (h-refine), or by
increasing the polynomial order of the elements (p-refine), or both. Users interested in
obtaining more details about solution of incompressible fluid flow using high-order
finite elements are recommended to consult Ref. [1].

9.2 Governing equations
The partial differential equations (PDE) governing convection-diffusion of a passive
scalar (such as temperature) are presented in Section 9.2.1 below to illustrate the
incorporation of a mesh velocity. For finite element discretization, a weak form of the
incompressible Navier-Stokes equation incorporating a deformable mesh is used in
place of the PDE. This weak form is presented in Section 9.2.2, followed by the finite
element discretization in Section 9.2.3 and temporal discretization in Section 9.2.4
In the following presentation, indicial notation is used in which a comma denotes
differentiation with respect to a spatial coordinate and repeated indices are summed.
For example, the continuity equation for an incompressible fluid is written as:

u i , i & u1 , 1 $ u 2 , 2 $ u 3 , 3 & 0
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In the above equation 3i is the ith component of the fluid velocity and 31,1 denotes
%31/%?1 , where ?1, ?2, ?3 are the spatial coordinates.
9.2.1 Convection-diffusion equations
The convection-diffusion equation governing a passive scalar ! (such as temperature)
with diffusivity . is given by:

%!
$ ( u i + wi ) ! , i & ( . ! i ) , i
%t
(8.1)

where 3i is the fluid velocity, >i is the mesh velocity and ) denotes time.
The choice of an appropriate mesh velocity is inherently tied to the fluid motion
description. If >i equals 3i everywhere in the fluid, then the convection term in (8.1) is
identically zero. This corresponds to the Lagrangian description in which a material
frame of reference is used. If >i is zero everywhere, then (8.1) reduces to the
convection-diffusion equation for a fixed domain; see (8.6). This corresponds to the
Eulerian description in which a fixed spatial frame of reference is used.
The Lagrangian description eliminates the convection contribution, but it has the
important disadvantage that the mesh points will deform excessively following the
fluid particles. As a result, the mesh will in general be severely distorted. For example,
an initially flat outflow boundary plane will quickly become a complex irregular
surface since the velocity field is non-uniform across the outflow plane. Mesh
distortion is undesirable since it reduces the solution accuracy and, in the most severe
case such as when quadrilaterals collapse into triangles, makes the flow computation
impossible. Thus, the use of Lagrangian description must be accompanied by regular
application of expensive remeshing during the solution.
The Eulerian description produces no flow-induced mesh distortion and is the
preferred formulation for computation of fluid flow in fixed-domain. However, if
moving solid bodies are present within the fluid, the use of a fixed mesh does not
allow accurate location of the fluid-solid interface. Thus, the use of Eulerian
description incurs a less-than-accurate approximation of the flow configuration.
The above considerations motivate the use of a combination of the Lagrangian and
Eulerian descriptions. If Lagrangian description is applied to the moving fluid-solid
interface, then the flow configuration can be accurately described. On the other hand
if Eulerian description is applied to all fixed boundaries, then mesh distortion will be
minimized. This combined approach, known as Arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE)
description (Ref. [2]), is adopted in the present fluid-structure formulation. The
boundary conditions for the mesh velocity are:
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wi & u i

on 's
(8.2a)

wi & 0

on ' > 's
(8.2b)

In (8.2) ' represents the fluid boundary and 's represents the moving fluid-solid
interface. Since the mesh velocity in the interior of the fluid domain is independent of
the fluid velocity, any boundary value problem (BVP) having (8.2) as boundary
conditions can be used to generate the interior mesh velocity. In the current
implementation, a linear elasticity solver with zero Poisson ratio is the selected BVP.
9.2.2 Fluid flow governing equations
The weak form that governs viscous incompressible flow can be written as (Ref. [3]):
find the solution (u i , p ), u i @ H 0 [?(t )] and p @ L [?(t )] , such that
1

2

d
3vi ui dV & 3 1vi, j B ij p + 8 vi, j (ui, j $ u j ,i ) $ vi f i + 3[vi ui ui, j + vi (vi w j ) , j ]2dV Avi @ H 01 [?(t )]
dt ?3(t )
?(t )

(8.3a)

3

q u i ,i dV & 0

A q @ L2 [?(t )]

?(t )

(8.3b)
In (8.3), 3i is the fluid velocity, >i is the mesh velocity, ' is the pressure, 1i is the body
force, Ci and K are test functions, 3 is the density, 8 is the viscosity and Bij is the
Kronecker delta. In addition, ?(t) denotes the time-dependent fluid domain and

H 01 [?(t )] and L2 [?(t )] are Sobolev spaces defined for ?(t). This is sometimes
referred to as the stress formulation, since the first two terms on the RHS of (8.3a)
relates to the fluid stresses; that is,

; ij & + p B ij $ 8 (u i , j $ u j ,i )
for a Newtonian fluid, where

; ij

is the fluid stress tensor.

9.2.3 Finite element discretization
In the two-dimensional finite element discretization, the domain is subdivided into L
disjoint quadrilaterals:
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_

?(t ) &

K

_

"k &1 ? k (t ) ,

and the weak form given in (8.3) is to be satisfied for the piecewise-polynomial
approximation spaces for the velocity and pressure; that is, (u i ) h @ X h and

p h @ M h which are defined by
X h & H 01 [?(t )] > PN , K [?(t )]
(8.4a)

M h & L2 [?(t )] > PN + 2, K [?(t )]
(8.4b)
where PN , K [?(t )] & {( @ L [?(t )] ; ( | ? k ( t ) @ PN [? k (t )]} and PN [? k (t )]
2

denotes the tensor-product space of all polynomials of degree 9*or less with respect to
each space variable. It is shown in Refs. [4-6] that the above choice of approximation
spaces are compatible such that spurious pressure modes are not present in the
solution.
In the numerical evaluation of the elemental integrals, the physical space coordinates
(?1,?2) are mapped into the local isoparametric coordinates (#,&). Two integration rules
are required: the tensor-product of Gauss-Lobatto formulas for the velocity mesh and
the tensor-product of Gauss formulas for the pressure mesh.
An interpolant Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre basis can be introduced for the finite element
space M,*as given below; refer to Ref. [7] for details.

(u ik ) h (r , s ) & hm (r ) hn ( s ) u ik | mn
(8.5a)
k

where u i | mn is the 7th component of the fluid velocity at the local collocation point
(.,%) of element J and h p (z ) is the 9th order elemental Lagrangian interpolant
through the Gauss-Lobatto points.
Similarly, an interpolant Gauss-Legendre basis can be introduced for the finite
element space 2,:
_

_

_

p hk (r , s ) & h m (r ) h n ( s ) p kmn
(8.5b)
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_

k

where p mn is the 7th component of the pressure at the local collocation point (.,%) of
_

element J and h q ( z ) is the (9-2)th order elemental Lagrangian interpolant through the
Gauss points.
The resulting system of finite element algebraic equations can be written as:

d
( B U i ) & DiT P + Aij U j $ Fi $ C i
dt
(8.6a)

+ Di U i & 0
(8.6b)

d
X i & Wi
dt
(8.6c)
In (8.6), N is the mass matrix, Aij is the viscous coefficient matrix, Di is the discrete
gradient matrix, Fi composes of the body force, C i composes of the fluid and mesh
convection contributions and U i , Wi , +**store the fluid velocity, mesh velocity and
pressure, respectively, at all collocation points.
9.2.4 Temporal discretization
The semi-implicit scheme adopted in the integration of the transient solution follows
from the study given in Ref. [3]. That is, an implicit scheme (backward Euler) is used
to treat the viscous and pressure contributions whereas explicit schemes are used to
treat the convection contributions (3rd order Adams-Bashforth) and mesh evolution
(forward Euler). Applying the above temporal discretization to (8.6), the resulting
fully discrete system equations can be expressed as:

C

1
B n $1 U in $1 + B n U in
4t

D&

2

( Din $1 ) T P n $1 + Aijn $1 U nj $1 $ Fi n $1 $ 4 / k C in + k
k &0

(8.7a)

+ Din $1 U in $1 & 0
(8.7b)
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C

D

1
X in $1 + X in & Wi n
4t
(8.7c)

In (8.7), the superscript (%O1) denotes the current time step for which the solution is to
be computed; %, %-1, %-2 denote previous time steps for which the solution is known;
and / k , J=0,1,2, are the Adams-Bashforth coefficients.
As a consequence of using explicit schemes in the integration of the transient solution,
a stability requirement is imposed on the time step increment ( 4t ). An appropriate
criterion, known as the Courant (or CFL) condition, is given by

& U 4t #
E Co
!
$
% 4L " ? k

Ak

(8.8)
where 0 is a characteristic fluid velocity, 4L is a characteristic mesh spacing,
? k denotes element J and C o is the Courant number. In the current implementation,
a target value of 0.25 is set for C o . That is, 4t will be reduced if the target value of

C o is exceeded.
Much R&D effort has been devoted in the past decade to the finite element solution of
the Stokes sub-system. Since the subproblem of the divergence free constraint can
become ill-conditioned, a robust preconditioning strategy is therefore essential. The
algorithm used in the current implementation is based on the E-preconditioner
advocated by Rønquist; interested users can refer to Ref. [8-9] for details.

9.3 Validation
9.3.1 Creep flow over a square block
This is the same validation example given in Section 8.5.1. For the fluid-structure
module, the steady Stokes solve is available as a pre-solve initial condition option, and
this solution (corresponds to zero Reynolds number) is shown in Figure 36, which is
comparable to the experimental result given by Van Dyke; see Figure 27 in Section
8.5.1.
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Figure 36 Streamline plot of creeping flow over square block at Re=0 using the
IntelliSuite fluid-structure module
9.3.2 Damping of a rotating plate
A rectangular plate 200 microns long and 10 microns thick is placed at a height of 10
microns above a fixed base plane. The plate is rotating with a constant speed of 100
rad/s about its center and is damped by the surrounding air. The damping is made
prominent by the proximity of the plate to the base plane. A transient analysis is
performed in which the rotated angle is approximately 2.3 degrees. The time history
plot of the torque exerted by the air on the rotating plate is shown in Figure 37. The
solution compared closely with the prediction obtained from the commercial CFD
package Nekton shown in Figure 38. The nonlinearity of the squeezed-film damping
effect can be observed.
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Figure 37 Time history plot of the torque on the plate predicted by the IntelliSuite
fluid-structure module

Figure 38 Time history plot of the torque on the plate predicted by the commercial
CFD package Nekton
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